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AWARENESS ON CASHLESS TRANSACTIONS 

 
CEA activity of CSE department was conducted in Peddapalem Village, Guntur 

Disttrict. Name of the event is "Awareness Programme on Cashless Transactions". The main 

obective of this programme is to impart the concept of Cashless Transactions to villagers. As 

a part of this objective we conducted orientation on digital transactions to villagers. The 

growing shift towards digital payments is strongly debated among governments, central 

banks and financial experts. Indeed, the proliferation of new electronic and mobile 

instruments has opened the door to a possible revolution of the payments landscape. Yet, 

various factors must be considered as a worldwide shift to cashless could prove more 

complex than believed. 

To justify a withdrawal of paper money, governments argue that a fully digitalised 

system would eradicate tax evasion and money laundering, reduce transaction costs and 

enable financial authorities to stimulate economic growth. A cashless system would enable 

governments to track and record every transaction, leaving no loopholes for fraudsters to 

exploit. Moreover, central banks would be able to impose any desired monetary policy – 

including negative rates – as consumers would have no way to retrieve their cash from the 

banking system. 

A demise of paper money would enable governments to exercise a full control over 

the banking system, including tracking and recording all transactions. If this might be useful 

in the fight against criminality, it will also impinge on consumer rights to privacy. 

Furthermore, no one would be immune in case of a system failure, and a stolen or broken 

Smartphone would immediately leave the victim without a payment tool. Last but not least, 

the millions of unbanked would be left behind without any resource. According to 

specialists, a shift to cashless might even create a second-class citizenry and thus deepen the 



gap between rich and poor. Topics like Debit credit cards. Net Banking. PIN numbers and 

OTP. How to do online transactions using Net Banking. Use of Buddy App. Creating Online 

bank account etc., were taught. 

 

 52 studnets and 4 faculty members have participated in the event and created the 

awareness. 
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